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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an approach to generate and optimize test sequences from the input UML activity 
diagram. For this, an algorithm is proposed called Unified Modelling Language for Test Sequence 
Generation (UMLTSG) that uses a search-based algorithm, named Test Sequence Prioritization 
using Ant Colony Optimization (TSP ACO) to generate and optimize test sequences. The algorithms 
overcome the existing limitations of handling complex decision-making activity such as conditional 
activity, fork activity, and join the activity. The optimization process helps to reduce the number of 
processing nodes that leads to minimizing the time and cost. The proposed approach experiments on 
a well-known application Railway Ticket Reservation System (RTRS). APFD metric measures the 
effectiveness of our approach and found that the prioritized order of test sequences achieved 20% 
higher APFD score. Apart from this, the authors have also experimented on six real life case studies 
and obtained an average of 52.16% reduction in redundant test paths.
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1. INTROdUCTION

In conventional software projects, sixty percent of the exertion is used upon software testing to generate 
trustworthy software (Farooq et al., 2008). Thus, researchers should give more attention to adequate 
testing. Producing test cases are clumsy depending on the source code. Therefore, the generation of 
test sequences based on design models is one of the current research areas in software testing (Chen 
et al., 2007, Jena et al., 2014). The dynamic behaviour of software is represented by various UML 
interaction diagrams at design level. UML includes activity diagrams, use-case diagram, state chart 
diagrams, sequence diagrams, and collaboration diagrams, etc. The activity diagram is a sequence of 
activities performed in the software (Chandler et al., 2005). Literature study says that researcher have 
proposed various methods to generate test sequences from UML diagram such as activity diagram, 
sequence diagram (Bhattacharjee et al., 2018). The test sequence represents a precise order of test 
cases (Srivastava et al., 2010). A test sequence is also alternatively abbreviated as test path in this 
paper. It comprises different kinds of nodes and edges such as fork node, conditional node, join node, 
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etc. This work generates test sequences from the input activity diagram. The generation of test sequences for 
the activity diagram is a crucial task. So, the input diagram is converted to XMI code and then to a control 
flow graph (CFG) as an intermediate representation. It requires traversing all the nodes and edges of CFG to 
test all types of nodes and edges such that the maximum number of faults should get detected. We use Depth 
First Search (DFS), on a graph to generate test sequence. During the test process, each node performs some 
action, transition, which generates a test sequence. This is done at the design phase and implemented using 
the proposed algorithm named UML Test Sequence Generation (UMLTSG). This algorithm finds linearly 
independent paths (i.e. Test Sequences) to cover all nodes and edges of the obtained CFG. Test sequence 
prioritization is used for reordering of test sequences, to enhance test efficiency (Elbaum et al., 2004). Among 
various approaches, test sequences prioritization is one, which is used to order the test sequences according 
to the highest priority, based on some principles like execution time, coverage criteria, fault detection rate, 
etc. (Elbaum et al., 2004, Rothermel et al., 2001, Wong et al.,1997). Optimization of those generated test 
sequences is required for the effective testing of software (Sabharwal et al., 2010). Different optimization 
techniques such as GA (Kaur et al., 2011), ACO (Marijan et al., PSO (Lv et al.,2018) are used to optimize 
test sequences. We use ACO to find an optimal test path because of the following reasons:

• It is capable for finding better solutions.
• It avoids premature convergence.
• It requires less number of parameters to tune as compared to GA and PSO.

1.1 Motivation
There is a precise need to focus on generation and optimization of test sequence in design phase. Because, it gives 
an opportunity to the testers for early detection of bugs at design phase i.e. before coding phase. Generating test 
sequences at the design phase is a mechanism to improve the efficiency of testing software. The testing costs of 
software is reduced as we are able to find bugs at the design phase, that is without waiting up to coding phase. 
This work uses ACO algorithm for optimizing test sequence generation process. But, ACO technique sometimes 
suffers from falling into local optima and long search time. To remove these two limitations, we modify the 
objective function and restrict the number of feasible solutions to linear order (i.e. O(n)) using cyclomatic 
complexity metric. The second motivation is to find a better method to eliminate redundant test sequences. 
Usually, test sequences are generated by traversing a control flow graph, in which few nodes appear repeatedly 
in them, generating redundant paths. Therefore, these redundant paths should be removed.

1.2 Objective
UML activity diagram is the most important design artifacts among several UML models by considering 
various elements of activity diagram. We set the following objectives for this paper.

To generate test sequence, by including recent UML key features in the activity diagram such as fork 
node, join node, guarded condition and swim lane etc. To optimize the generated test paths by applying 
ACO. We named a path as critical path where critical path carries many conditions and more number of 
dependent activities.

1.3 Research Contribution
First contribution of this paper is converting the input activity diagram to CFG. Second contribution is to 
filter information regarding nodes and edges and draw a CFG using Graphviz tool. Third contribution is 
to define ACO algorithm that can find an optimal path from the obtained CFG. The optimal path refers to 
maximize the strength of the generated non-redundant test paths and limit the number of test paths as per 
cyclomatic complexity (CC) value. CC helps to cover all nodes and edges with minimum number of test paths. 
The strength of each test path is calculated by assigning different weight values to different types of nodes. 
The total strength of a path is accumulated by considering all the nodes present in a path. Thus, it generates 
test sequences optimally by reducing testing cost and removes node redundancy in the test node sequences.
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The remaining part of the article is explained in the following sections. Section 2 presents basic concepts 
on UML Activity diagram and ACO, that are used in this work. Section 3 refers to the related work done 
on test sequence generation and test sequence optimization at the code level, and design level. Section 4 
explains the proposed model and its components. Section 5, explain our method using a well-known case 
study, RTRS. Section 6 discusses some existing work. Section 7 highlights some threats to the proposed 
approach, and finally, Section 8 concludes the work by mentioning some future scope.

2. BASIC CONCePTS

Here, we present the basic concepts which are required for our proposed approach. Then, we discuss about 
ACO algorithm that is used in our approach for test sequence optimization.

2.1 Activity diagram
In 1997, the UML diagram used to model a software system by Object Modulo Group (OMG) (Malcolm et 
al., 1997). The UML diagram is designed to support a regular approach to envision the system (Chandler et 
al., 2005). This diagram is used to define the software system’s structures and performance. The different 
components of the system are defined by the structural diagram like a class diagram, a composite structure 
diagram, etc. (Farooq et al., 2008). This paper focuses only on an activity diagram with advanced elements 
like the fork, join, guard condition and its action, decision nodes, etc. The behavioral characteristics of 
a system are represented by the flow diagram known as the activity diagram. The activity diagram has 
some states to do some work. So, activity diagram represents sequence of activities. The arrangement of 
different activities of the system is also described using this diagram. Here different conditions of the work 
are represented, using decision and fork nodes, which stands for parallelism.

The edges are used to represent the changes from one activity to another. Every transaction 
is denoted by arrows. Every user reads various actions from the top most position by using the 
connection symbol arrows in an activity diagram. Figure 1 shows a sample activity diagram for the 
railway reservation system and we have tried to test normal activities as well as negative or exceptional 
activities that are captured for a particular scenario. Exceptional activities such as authentication failure, 

Figure 1. Activity Diagram of Railway Ticket Reservation System
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exceptions due to wrong input and stuck at loop. This diagram shows many advanced features such as 
swimlane to show parallel activities between the four objects, guard condition for check availability 
activity, fork to generate parallel activities and join to merge parallel links, etc.

2.2 Ant Colony Optimization
This optimization technique works on performing actual ants. Using the characteristics of ant, this 
ant colony optimization technique was used in the traveling salesman problem (Dorigo et al., 1991). 
Mainly the ant left the pheromone on the path so that another ant follows that path when they travel for 
food (Mann et al.,2015). Ants behavior is used to find different probabilistic solutions. It is also used 
for different combinatorial problems. This algorithm is applied to recognize the path in the activity 
diagram easily. In this approach, ACO is used to find the rest path on a weighted graph. The ants are 
used to form the solution by traveling on the weighted graph. The formulation of the solution is a 
stochastic procedure which is influenced by the pheromone model of ant (Bhattacherjee et al., 2018).

The set of components associated with this graph like nodes and edges can be changed using 
the behavior of an ant at execution time. Ants can trace all feasible paths using pheromone spread 
over the routes. But, the optimal path is decided based on the highest accumulated pheromone on 
a path (Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Usually, an ant collects the following information from a path:

• Pheromone(p): The amount of pheromone leaves by an ant while traversing an edge.
• Heuristic(h): This helps in determining the next node to be visited by the ant.
• Visited status (v): It represents the state of a node, whether a node is visited or not.

3. LITeRATURe FINdINGS

This section elaborates study on related existing work done using GA, PSO, and ACO for regression 
testing process. Sushant et al.,(2017) suggested a multi-objective approach to maximize fault finding 
rate in minimum time using ACO technique. The objective of their proposed approach was to increase 
fault detection rate with minimum regression cost. Their work helped to control the convergence, while 
achieving better path exploration. Their method gave special attention to select qualitative test cases such 
that, it could minimize regression test time. Yogesh Singh et al., (2010) proposed a method to prioritize 
test suite using the fault detection rate and execution time in a time reserved situation using ACO. Their 
approach was used to eliminate a set of recognized errors, where a test case was able to detect one or 
more faults. In their proposed ACO algorithm, the n number of the test cases were represented by the n 
number of ants. Yang et al., (2014) proposed an improved version of ACO algorithm for software test 
cases generation. Their approach was used to focus on three things, such as pheromone volatilization 
rate, local pheromone and the global path pheromone updating criteria for ant colony optimization 
(IGPACO). Their results had indicated that their method had effectively improved the search efficiency, 
restrained precocity, promoted case coverage, and reduced the number of iterations in regression testing.

Marijan et al., (2013) used ACO algorithm to prioritize test case. They considered three factors 
such as the number of faults detected, execution time, and fault severity of a software system for 
prioritization. These factors were used for the regression testing process. They had validated their 
proposed method using the APFD metric.

Mohapatra et al., (2016) suggested an ant colony optimization method to select the test sequences 
for prioritization process. The effectiveness of test cases was ordered and measured using APFD 
metric. Their proposed prioritization method had reduced time complexity and space complexity as 
compared to random ordering technique (Ahmed et al., 2013). All the above discussed prioritization 
approaches are based on source code which consider fault rate, execution time, etc. to generate and 
prioritize test sequences. Similarly, for design phase, UML models are used to generate test sequence 
and prioritize the test sequence using optimization algorithm as discussed below.
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Suri et al., (2011) suggested a method to improve fault detection rate while prioritizing test cases. In 
their method, they considered each node of a UML activity diagram as a test case. Then, they had applied 
probabilistic method to find the next vertex in the activity diagram. They used a heuristic function to optimize 
time and fault detection rate. In their approach, the test cases were continuously generated until all faults are 
detected from the test suite. If the obtained solution found to be invalid, then the entire process was repeated. 
Their proposed approach had reduced the size of the test suites by 62.5%.

Chandler et al., (Chandler et al., 2005) suggested a method to produce test sequences using UML activity 
diagram. Their proposed method explained the procedure of retrieving the required meta-data from the XML 
file to generate test cases. They had used various types of software tools to extract XML code.

Farooq et al. (Farooq et al., 2008) had used a novel technique to generate test sequences automatically depending 
on coverage criterion like sequential and concurrent based on the execution of Colored Petri Nets. Their proposed 
technique was experimented on various applications such as service-oriented and concurrent applications.

Sangeeta et al., (Sangeeta et al., 2010) suggested a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based method to generate 
test sequences. They had assigned different weights values to different nodes of an activity diagram using 
FAN IN and FAN OUT technique. The strength of those test sequences were measured using the weights 
of the node and prioritize those test sequences.

Doerner et al., (2003) used the Markov Usage Model for selecting a set of test paths. They had calculated 
the probability of failure to know about the amount of improper selection of a test paths (Zhou et al., 2012). 
They had also analyzed the losses occurred at the failure time. Due to this reason, the testing cost for different 
test sequences were varied differently. This random variation of testing cost was motivated them to apply ACO 
for test sequences generation and then prioritization. But, in our approach, we generate random behavior based 
on the variance of weight at nodes of a graph. We propose a probabilistic method for defining the objective 
function such that ACO can be applied for test sequences generation and then prioritization.

Srivastava et al., (2010) defined ACO algorithm to generate test sequences automatically. They had 
claimed for getting a strong level of software coverage. They had generated the test sequences by traversing 
all the states obtained from the given UML state machine diagram. ACO algorithm was used to generate 
test sequences by covering maximum number of transitions.

Mann et al., (2015) defined an algorithm to generate optimal paths sequences, inspired by real Ant’s 
behavior. The proposed algorithm was able to generate all DD paths from the CFG and prioritize them 
according to the path strength. The algorithm was set to stop only when all nodes were covered, thus 
making 100% path coverage.

Li et al., (2004) proposed a state transition based technique to generate test sequences using UML 
State Machine diagram. They had suggested a procedure for converting UML diagram to generate test 
sequences using ACO. The generated test paths were feasible, adequate and non-redundant. Unlike their 
approach, we propose a probabilistic method with a different objective function for ACO algorithm.

Sharma et al., (2011) proposed an algorithm to generate test sequences from the state machine 
transitions of the given software. They had applied ACO algorithm in the control flow graph to generate 
test sequences. Their proposed method had tried to determine maximum coverage with less amount of 
redundancy. They had optimized time and coverage scores.

4. PROPOSed MeTHOd FOR TeST SeQUeNCe 
GeNeRATION ANd PRIORITIZATION

This section describes our whole approach to generate and prioritize test sequences using ACO. Figure 
2 shows the block diagram of our approach. This approach suggests a new objective function for ACO 
technique that can achieve optimal test sequences by reducing number of redundant paths. Then, test 
sequences are prioritized by assigning some weight values to the decision nodes and the fork nodes. 
Chandler et al., (Chandler et al., 2005) had used a different method to generate test paths from UML activity 
diagram. We extend the same concept to generate a CFG from activity diagram to find test sequences.
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4.1 Test Sequences Generation
First, we construct an activity diagram, as shown in Figure 1. Then, from this diagram XMI code 
is exported to a separate file. This XMI file is used to extract information regarding the flow of 
activities carried out in the activity diagram. Here, we have considered the Railway Ticket Reservation 
System (RTRS) for test sequence prioritization. For this system, an activity diagram is drawn using a 
commercial tool called RSA (IBM, 2018), which is shown in Figure 1. This tool helps to generate the 
XMI Metadata Interchange (XMI). Thus, it helps in the direct processing of UML models. Parsers 
are useful for processing the XMI data. Therefore, we use SAX parsers to parse the data from the 
XMI files generated from the UML diagram. In this work, an activity diagram is constructed for the 
given system called the Railway Ticket Reservation System (RTRS) using IBM RSA tool. Then, the 
XMI representation from the UML activity diagram is exported to a separate file. After that, the SAX 
parser is used to parse the XMI data (sax2, 2001). This parsing helps to extract node information from 
the XMI file in coded form. The node information is node id and node name. Using these nodes and 
edges, a control flow graph (CFG) is generated. DFS traversal algorithm is applied to this CFG for 
generating test sequences. These steps are written in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: UML Test Sequence Generation (UMLTSG): 
UML Test Sequence Generation(UMLTSG): 
Input: XMI code of Activity Diagram 
Output: Test Sequences 
1.Construct the required activity diagram using RSA. 
2.Generate an XMI file. 
3. Use SAX parser to extract Nodes and Edges. This information has 
stored in a linked list. 
4.Group Source node, Destination nodes, and edges using different 
linked lists.  
5.Similarly Linked List also used for storing information about 
decision nodes, fork nodes, and join nodes.  
6.Create a CFG using these nodes and edges. 

Figure 2. Architecture of Proposed Model
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7. Apply DFS algorithm to generate test sequences. 
8. Display test sequences.

4.2 Prioritization
Test sequences prioritization method helps to decrease the testing cost and number of bugs as well. 
Therefore, testing has to be done using an effective method and choosing the appropriate test sequence 
is a challenging task in software testing.

4.2.1 Test Sequence Weight
An activity diagram represents a sequence of activities and their execution. These activities contain 
many conditional nodes and fork nodes that guide the execution flow. These nodes are called decisive 
nodes to generate a test path. Thus, these nodes should be given more importance and assigned with 
higher weight values. Therefore, we have assumed or assigned a weight value to each node such 
that the assigned weight can reflect their importance in making a test path. The assumption details 
about the types of nodes and their corresponding weight are shown in Table 1 after referring to some 
existing literature (Panthi, V. (2018)). This table indicates that we have assumed Start node and End 
node to carry equal contribution towards generating a test path. Decision node, merge node and Guard 
condition node are having moderate influence on test path weight. Similarly, Fork node has given 
the highest weight as it impacts much on generating test path. Because, Fork node is having more 
number of outgoing edges, representing high FAN OUT value. After weight assumption, the strength 
of a node is calculated using Eq. 1 with two parameters like FAN IN and FAN OUT.

Here, FAN IN is a number that represents incoming edges to a node. Similarly, FAN OUT is used 
to represent several outgoing edges of a node. So, a test sequences having many decision nodes should 
be considered as more critical test sequence for testing purposes. Then, total weight value of each 
test sequence is computed for ranking test sequences. This leads us to prioritize the test sequences.

Weight(Nodei)= FAN IN(i) x FAN OUT(i) (1)

4.2.2 Ant Colony Optimization
It is difficult to find a testing criteria, which is applied to cover all kinds of faults. So, we have to 
follow a probability-based method for test sequence generation. The number of test sequences are 
determined using the cyclomatic complexity mentioned in Eq. 2, where ̀ e’ and ̀ n’ denotes number of 
edges and nodes in the given graph. An optimal path is selected from these generated test sequences.

Table 1. Node Type and corresponding weights

Serial No. Node Type Weight Assumed

1 Start Node 1

2 Merge Node 5

3 Decision Node 7

4 Fork Node 10

5 Guarded Decision 9

6 Loop 2

7 End 1
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Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) = e-n + 2  (2)

Algorithm 2: Test Sequence Prioritization using ACO (TSP_ACO): 
Input: Control Flow Graph 
Output: Optimal Test Sequence 
1. Initialize each edge pheromone value p(ij)= 1. 
2. Initialize each edge heuristic value h(ij)= 2. 
3. Initialize each node Visited status = 0. 
4. // Visited status = 0 means not visited 
5. Assign initial weight of each node. 
6. Initialize current node = start 
7. CC = e - n + 2 // Cyclomatic Complexity(CC) in Eq. 2 
8. Set i= current_node index 
9. Visited status(i) = 1 
10. if (i = Decision_node) 

11. Prob(ij)= 
p ij *h ij

p ij *h ij * p ik *h ik
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12.  // prob. value for left node 

13: Prob(ik)= 
p ik *h ik

p ij *h ij * p ik *h ik
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−

1
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−1

14: // prob. value for right node 
15: if (Prob(ij)>= Prob(ik)) 
16: select edge (ik) 
17: otherwise select edge (ij) 
18: p(ij) =[p(ij)+h(ij)]-1

//Update Pheromone 
19: h(ij) = 2*h(ij) // Update Heuristic 
20: Weight = Weight +Weight(selected_node) //Use Eq. 1 
21: Strength[CC] = Weight 
22: current_node = selected_node 
23: EndIf 
24: if current node! = \END node” 
25: Print the path and Strength[CC] 
26: Otherwise go to Step 8 
27: CC = CC -1 
28: if CC>0 
29: Find a node j having node visit status(v)=0, set 
30: current node= node j and go to Step 8 
31. EndIf 
32: Display Optimal Test Sequence 
33: End

4.2.3 Prioritization Technique
There are many prioritization techniques available, out of which one criterion may be the length of 
the test sequence (path). Based on this criterion, the highest priority is assigned to the longest path. 
The existing methods can be enhanced by considering potentially contributing nodes of each path. 
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This approach does some enhancement in adding some special nodes with a weight assignment policy 
for better results. Here, special nodes like fork node, join node, the node with a guard condition is 
added in this approach to strengthen the prioritization process using ant colony optimization. The 
obtained paths are ranked based on their weight determined for prioritization.

The step wise execution of the optimal test sequence generation method is explained in the Algorithm 
2. It takes CFG as input and gives an optimal test sequence as output. Here, steps 1 to 5 are used to initialize 
the solution space. Step 6 is used to find CC of the inputted CFG. Steps 9 to 17 show how do the ants take 
decision at a conditional node. At a decision node, the probability of movement towards the left node and 
right node are calculated for the current node. Based on the selected edge, the weight is updated, and the next 
node becomes the current node. This process is repeated using Steps 18 to 21. Steps 22 to 24 say about the 
stopping criteria that until all the nodes and components of the graph are visited, the algorithm does not stop.

5. IMPLeMeNTATION

The proposed approach is implemented on a controlled environment using Java language. The proposed 
algorithms help to generate test sequences and also to prioritize them.

5.1 Setup
This work is implemented with a system having configuration like Windows 10, 64-bit operating system. 
Apart from this configuration, we have used the following tools to implement the proposed approach.

1.  RSA
2.  Netbeans8.0
3.  Graphviz

Here, a design model is tested by generating test sequences. RSA (Rational Software Architect) is 
a commercial tool that is used to draw UML diagrams. Thus, we use this to draw the activity diagram 
of RTRS for a particular scenario. Graphviz is a free tool used for the pictorial representation of the 
control flow graph. Netbeans8.0 is used to implement ACO algorithm for test sequence optimization 
and prioritization.

Figure 3. Generated XMI code from developed activity diagram
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5.2 Materials & Methods
This section describes materials in terms of tools used and methods to demonstrate flow of execution 
of our proposed approach. Using RSA tool, an activity diagram is constructed for Railway Ticket 
Reservation System, as shown in Figure 1. The reason behind choosing RSA over other tools is that, 
it is a commercial tool that supports UML2.x advanced features. Then, XMI code is generated for 
the constructed activity diagram, which is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows that some node and 
its random id are generated. Then, a SAX parser is used to parse this obtained XMI code. During 
this parsing process, information about a possible number of nodes, their ids and edges are extracted 
and then stored using different linked lists. Then, node types are categorized and stored. Nodes are 
accessed using Node name and Node id, as shown in Figure 3. Table 2 shows the list of nodes (written 
as Nd), their symbolic names and their adjacent nodes, etc. The symbolic names Nd0; Nd1; Nd2; … 
Nd27 etc. are named by us, where start node is named as Nd0 and end node is named as Nd26.

Graph traversal algorithm i.e. DFS is applied to the obtained CFG to generate all possible paths, 
and the resultant graph is shown in Figure 4. This figure indicates that there are 28 nodes and 32 edges 
obtained, where each node is represented with its alphanumeric node id and edges with transition id 
or transition name. Here, Start and End node appear in rectangular box and other intermediate nodes 
are shown in oval shapes. Usually, DFS is preferred over BFS technique for graph traversal to have 
depth wise movement such that we can start from Start node up to End node in a single traversal. 
The list of generated paths and their node names are shown in Table 3. This traversal technique can 
generate all possible paths, but there may be a repetition of sub-paths. This may cause an increase in 
cost for traversal. Thus, to reduce the cost of testing, we have considered CC to optimize the number 
of paths. This path includes at least a new node in the visited path. Then, Cyclomatic Complexity 
value of this obtained graph is computed and found to be 6 by using Eq. 2. All these obtained six test 
paths are listed in Table 3 where we can find a new node is being included in the newly generated 
path than old one. Thus, these test paths are called linearly independent to each other. During 
prioritization, the net weight of each path is calculated. Based on this final weight of each path, 
some rank is being assigned to each path. We may assume that rank1 as the highest priority. These 
results for the ranking process are listed in Table 4. From the obtained result, it is found that test 

Figure 4. Generated graph through Graphviz
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Table 2. Generated Node (Nd) Information

Serial No Node Name Node Symbolic 
Name

Adjacency List

1 Start Nd0 Nd1

2 passenger.visit the website Nd1 Nd2

3 passenger.Enter user name and Password Nd2 Nd3

4 Authenticate user Nd3 Nd4 Nd6

5 Railway Authority.user name or pasword is incorrect Nd4 End

6 passenger.Enter the source and destination station code Nd5 Nd6

7 verify source and destination station code Nd6 Nd7 Nd27

8 passenger.Enter the date of journey Nd7 Nd8

9 Railway Authority.display list Of train Nd8 Nd9

10 passenger.Select the train Nd9 Nd10

11 check seat availability Nd10 Nd11Nd10

12 Railway Authority.display seat Not available Nd11 End

13 Railway Authority.provide information detail Nd12 Nd13

14 passenger.submit reservation form Nd13 Nd14

15 verify form detail Nd14 Nd15 Nd16

16 Railway Authority.process reservation detail Nd15 Nd17

17 Railway Authority.display information is incorrect Nd16 End

18 passenger.select payment mode Nd17 Nd18

19 Railway Authority.processing payment detail Nd18 Nd19

20 passenger.select online bank Nd19 Nd20

21 passenger.pay amount Nd20 Nd22 Nd23

22 verify customer account Nd21 Nd22 Nd23

23 Bank.customer does not exist Nd22 End

24 Bank.debit amount Nd23 Nd24

25 Railway Authority.print ticket Nd24 Nd25

26 Railway Authority.update registration form Nd25 End

27 Railway Authority.source or password is incorrect Nd27 End

28 End Nd26 Destination

Table 3. Generated Test Sequence

Test Sequence Number Generated Test Sequence

Test_Sequence1 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd4->Nd26

Test_Sequence2 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd5->Nd6->Nd27 ->Nd26

Test_Sequence3 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd5->Nd6->Nd7 ->Nd8->Nd9->Nd10->Nd11->Nd26

Test_Sequence4 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd5->Nd6->Nd7 ->Nd8->Nd9->Nd10->Nd12->Nd13->Nd14->Nd16->Nd26

Test_Sequence5 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd5->Nd6->Nd7 ->Nd8->Nd9->Nd10->Nd12->Nd13->Nd14->Nd15->Nd17->Nd18-
>Nd19->Nd20->Nd21->Nd23->Nd24->Nd25->Nd26

Test_Sequence6 Nd0-> Nd1->Nd2->Nd3->Nd5->Nd6->Nd7 ->Nd8->Nd9->Nd10->Nd12->Nd13->Nd14->Nd15->Nd17->Nd18-
>Nd19->Nd20->Nd21->Nd22->Nd26
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sequence number 5 has the highest priority or rank 1, because it contains the maximum number of 
decision nodes. Its total strength computed and found to be 56.10. It contains a total of 16 nodes, in 
which 4 nodes are decision nodes. On the other hand, test sequence number 3, test sequence number 
2 and test sequence number 1 all got same number of decision nodes. Test sequence1 got the least 
strength value and assigned lowest rank that is 6. Hence, ACO is proven to be an effective approach 
to optimize test sequence generation.

6. ReSULTS dISCUSSION

It is a must to assess effectiveness of the proposed approach using some metric. The proposed technique 
is evaluated on a sample program using Average Percentage of Fault Detected (APFD) metric. Further, 
our technique is also validated upon implementing on another six case study programs.

6.1 APFd Score Analysis
APFD metric quantities the fault detection rate in the proposed approach (Doerner et al.,2003). APFD 
is calculated by using Eq.3 and its value lies between 0 to 100%.

APFD= −
+ +… +











+











1

1 2 1

2

Tf Tf Tfm

mn n

.   (3)

where n, m and Tfi represents the number of test sequences, number of faults and position of first 
test sequence that detects the fault. Let us consider the set of possible five faults as listed in Table 5. 
These faults are defined after referring to some existing literature (Chen, M. et al.(2008), Panthi et al. 
(2018)). Table 6 is used to calculate APFD score. This table shows the position of the first test case 
that detects the fault. Then, the APFD score is calculated and compared, which is shown in Figure 5.

With referring to Table 5 and Table 6, APFD value for non-prioritized test sequences is calculated 
as follows:

APFD = 1- ((4+3+4+3+2)/5*5)] + [1/(2*5)]=0.46 i.e. APFD%=46.0%. 

Similarly, APFD score of the prioritized order (i.e. T5, T6, T4, T3, T2, T1) is calculated as follows:

So, APFD = 1- (3+1+2+2+3/5*5) + (1/(2*5)]=0.66.i.e. APFD%=66.0%. 

From Figure 5, it is inferred that the APFD value of the prioritized order is more than the non-
prioritized order of the test sequences. Thus, the proposed method validates the effectiveness of our 
approach in prioritizing test sequences.

Table 4. Results obtained from TSP_ACO Algorithm

Test Sequence Total Strength Number of Nodes Decision Nodes Rank

TS 5 56.10 16 4 1

TS 6 53.92 19 4 2

TS 4 38.31 15 3 3

TS 3 29.23 10 2 4

TS 2 18.81 8 2 5

TS 1 11.75 7 2 6
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6.2 Case Study Analysis
This section tries to compare the obtained results of different case studies like Hotel Management 
System (HMS), Online Shopping Management System(OSMS), Personal Loan Management System 
(PLMS), Online Card Management System (OCMS), vehicle Rental Process System (VRPS) and 
Social Group Site Management System (SGSMS).

Let us extend our discussion of theses case studies in detail on the context of the proposed 
approach. OSMS system help to manage activity of shopping mall like inventory management, vendor 
management and goods management. The constructed activity diagram of OSMS system has a total of 

Table 5. Fault Description

Fault Item Description

F1 Incorrect Start Activity

F2 Incorrect End Activity

F3 Missing activity

F4 Stuck at dead activity

F5 Stuck at loop

Table 6. Fault Matrix before Prioritization

Faults\Test Cases T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

F1 F F

F2 F F

F3 F F

F4 F F

F5 F F

Figure 5. APFD score comparison
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98 nodes that are used to generate a total of 72 number of test paths. Then, the proposed optimization algorithm 
is used to optimize the number of test path, which results to 46 number of test paths. This evaluation process 
and the obtained results validates our proposed approach using ACO. Similarly, the rest of the case studies are 
executed on the same discussed context and the obtained results are shown in Table 7. PLMS (Personal loan 
management system) helps different banks and financial institution to manage their lending issues. This system 
has many features such as eKYC Processing, Borrower Profile management, Co-Borrower Loan Reschedule 
Functionality, NPA Management. Collateral Management etc. For such features, on the context of a particular 
scenario, the constructed Activity diagram. This diagram has 34 number of nodes that are executed and we 
found 12 number of optimal test paths from total of 24 number of test paths. Like this, we have experimented 
on 6 different case study based on the real life software products and the experimental evaluation has achieved 
an average of 52.16% reduction of test paths. Table 7 shows a comparison of different case study based on total 
number of test paths and optimized test paths obtained using our proposed approach.

7. dISCUSSION

The proposed work can be compared and analyzed with the existing ACO technique or other optimization 
technique such as Firefly, PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) etc. Sharma et al. (2011) had used ACO to generate 
test sequences. But, their approach failed to get non- redundant paths. They had not discussed the regression 
testing cost. Also, they did not emphasize on decision nodes, fork node and join node etc. But, our proposed 
approach overcomes all these limitations.

Bhattacherjee et al., (2018) tested the input programs using an ACO algorithm to generate test sequences. 
But, their result had many redundant test sequences. It was found that many number of transitions were done to 
cover all possible paths. Srivastava et al., (2009) had used Firefly algorithm to optimize number of test sequences. 
They took UML state transition diagram to find test paths. Also, both these approaches did not use complex 
nodes such as decision, guard condition nodes, fork and join nodes.

Ansari et al. (2016) proposed an optimal way to reduce regression cost, time and uncover maximum faults 
for test prioritization using ACO. They have used fault matrix and pheromone matrix to optimize multiple 
objectives. But, they have not discussed about redundant paths, which are generated during testing. This limitation 
is overcome in our approach by considering cyclomatic complexity of the program under test.

Marijan et al. (2013) used ACO technique to prioritize test cases based on three parameters that are fault, 
its severity level and time. They have assumed ten number of faults and their severity level like minor, normal 
and major. They have used APFD metric to measure the performance of their approach.

Biswas et al., (2015) proposed ACO based algorithm to generate an optimal path. This approach was used to 
generate test sequence within the data domain. Their approach guaranteed for full coverage with less redundant nodes. 
They had used cyclomatic complexity of the module under test for redundancy removal.

Suri et al., (2011) analyzed the regression test prioritization technique in time constraint environment 
using sample programs. Their experimental results claimed several facts such as i) significant reduction in test 

Table 7. Comparison of Case Studies

Sl. No. Case Study Total Path Optimal Path Reduction Rate(%)

1 OSMS 72 46 36.11

2 HMS 62 35 43.54

3 SGSMS 46 22 52.17

4 PLMS 24 12 50.00

5 OCMS 31 11 64.51

6 VRPS 12 4 66.66
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suite size. ii) reduction in the execution time iii) achieved very high correctness for most of the test programs 
iv) discovered more number of faults earlier. But, in our proposed work, we consider test path for prioritization 
with covering these constraints during testing.

Srivastava et al., (2009) used ACO technique for optimal path generation. Their method focused on 
generation of test paths, equal to Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) of the input program. They guaranteed complete 
path coverage. Their proposed algorithm is able to select a path that covers maximum possible nodes in a single 
visit. Thus, this removed redundancy and achieved better path coverage. Our proposed method does same task 
along with an extra work for prioritizes the generated test paths.

8. THReATS TO VALIdITy

To ensure and maintain the quality of testing the validity to threads need to be discussed. This section highlights 
some threats to validate such as construct validity, internal validity and external validity for the proposed approach. 
Here, threats are analyzed and narrowed down by using the validity category.

Our work has some internal threats to be taken care during execution. Internal threats are related to the assumptions 
made about the validity of the parameters. Such threats can be narrow down by considering some simple points during 
workout. One such parameter is “node weight” consideration based on its importance in making a test path (Panthi, 
V. (2018). During implementation, the weight values of the nodes are static and based on user assumption.

The external validity targets to perform generality analysis and draw inferences on meeting requirements. 
This includes reasonable resources utilization. The resources used in the system are Core i3 processor and 
Windows 10 with a 64-bit operating system. We have used the RSA7.0 version to draw the activity diagram 
and Netbeans8.0 for implementing the proposed model. The effect of this threat, such as project selection for 
our experiments and selecting activity diagram on a particular scenario (Touseef, M., (2015), Rhmann, W., 
(2015)). We have considered an activity diagram for a railway reservation system for a particular scenario not 
for complete system. So, for a different scenario, the number of activities, number of objects, number of guards 
conditions may change, which may change the whole result.

The construct validity are the threats related to parameters used towards measuring accuracy and performance 
of the model. We have tuned the input parameters of ACO algorithms to get the best performance depending on 
the execution platform. The measurement metric such as APFD is already been widely accepted and used in many 
literatures (Panthi, V. (2018), Srivastava, P. R. (2010)). One more threat is “Pheromone Evaporation” rate which is 
considered as 10%. But, it differs in case of real life ants. Here, it is considered after referring to existing literature 
(Singh, Y. (2010), Dorigo, M. (2006)). Hence, we also use the same value to maintain the performance level.

9. CONCLUSION ANd FUTURe SCOPe

This approach finds optimal test sequence using ACO algorithm. This algorithm saves cost by covering minimum 
number of non-redundant test sequences and thus performs better. These test sequences are optimized in terms 
of net strength of each path. This is validated from the obtained result and shown in Table 4. From the results 
Table 4, it is observed that test sequences having higher priorities, holds more decision nodes. It also removes 
the redundant test sequences to get an optimal test sequence.

In the future, readers may try to use different UML diagrams as input to generate and prioritize test sequences. 
Another future scope is to use other meta-heuristic algorithms for better prioritization. Another future work, 
researchers may propose a new intermediate model to make the process faster.
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